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Abstract: This Trends article discusses how to evaluate whether national leaders, as senior citizens, can be considered the best and brightest, and the possible role for cognitive stimulation.

It has long been the case that many national leaders qualify under the construct of senior citizen. Yet an assumption accompanying this construct is often that the highest functioning years of seniors--physically and psychologically--are behind them. So are many national leaders neither the best nor the brightest?

There are other countering assumptions. One is that age and wisdom are positively correlated among seniors until very, very late in life. Another is that this correlation may be increasingly negative throughout the senior years, but that it can be attenuated or even reversed to positive through appropriate behaviors within one’s daily life style. A basic principle supporting the later assumption is that cognitive stimulation moderates the correlation between age and wisdom during the senior years--with stimulation and wisdom being positively correlated.

Is cognitive stimulation salutary in the above context? Salthouse et al. (2002) posits that three empirical conditions would need to be satisfied to support the contention that cognitive stimulation preserves or enhances cognitive functioning that would otherwise decline. First, there must be a negative correlation between degree of cognitive stimulation and chronological age. Second, there must be a positive correlation between the level of cognitive functioning and degree of cognitive stimulation. Third, there must be data supporting an interaction of cognitive stimulation and chronological age in predicting cognitive functioning. Yet in a recent study, Salthouse et al. found that only the first empirical condition could be supported in studying close to 200 individuals who ranged in age from 20 through over 90 with a mean of 16 years of formal education. Moreover, many other studies are more likely to advocate for direct physical influence of brain functioning rather than direct cognitive-behavioral stimulation as a route to improving cognitive functioning (cf. Whyte et al., 2002).